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A Note
on the Manchester Arena bombing
on 22 May 2017
Our community of professionals, who care about the health and well-being of their
patients, share in the suffering of the victims of the Manchester attack. This tragic
event strengthens our belief that hope and resilience prevail over fear and hate, and
that compassion towards victims and their relatives is the drop in the ocean that
gives meaning to our mission. What happened in Manchester gives us another
good reason to show Manchester’s citizens that we are not scared or threatened by
terrorist attacks but, on the contrary, we are reinforced in our decision to share
with the city that hosts our ESH congress that our work is based on values that
unlock hidden potentials, especially in healing and self-healing.
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Farewell Letter
By Consuelo Casula

Shantih, shantih, shantih.
Three years ago, 2014, in Sorrento, I began my tenure
with commitment and responsibility; now I'm going
to end up with gratitude, satisfaction, concern and
hope. My gratitude goes to each board member for
his/her contribution in having updated the Constitution, Procedures, Code of Ethics. Special thank goes
to András Költő for his excellent editing of the ESH
Newsletter, and Kathleen Long, ESH Vice-President,
for the English editing review. A heartfelt thank goes
to each translator, Stefanie Schramm, Denis Vesvard,
Jacinto Inbar, and Flavio di Leone. A personal thank
goes to Nicole Ruysschaert who has been a valid support for this board in particular, and for ESH in general, having served ESH since 2002 and having been
ESH President from 2011 to 2014.
My gratitude also goes to each Constituent Society who has invited the
board to teach and hosted our meetings: Swedish Society of Clinical
Hypnosis (SSCH), British Society of
Medical and Dental Hypnosis –
Scotland (BSMDH-S), Danish Society of Clinical Hypnosis (DSCH), Swiss Medical Society for Hypnosis (SMSH) together with the
Institut Romand d’Hypnose Suisse (IRHyS), and Milton Erickson Gesellschaft fur Klinische Hypnose
(M.E.G.).

lost the Confédération Francophone d’Hypnose et de
Thérapies Brèves (CFHCBT). I hope they will reconsider their position and sooner or later they will join
again.
My concern is that one of the most important missions of the ESH is to safeguard the reputation of
hypnosis and of those who use it to mere purposes of
therapy, as a clinical discipline and research. Over
the years, several constituent societies have extended
the teaching of hypnosis to professionals in the broad
health care field, with the commitment to use it exclusively in their specific field of application, for the
benefit of their clients-patients. The debate regarding
this extension is still open. A worry still remains that
after some teaching of hypnosis a person changes
his/her profession, pretends to be an expert and improvises him/herself as psychotherapist. Especially
in countries where the title of psychotherapist does
not have the value it has in countries where only doctors and psychologists can become such, after several
years of study.
My hope is that technological, social and political
changes which affect everyday life will not interfere
with our professional field. Today, s/he who wants
to know what hypnosis is, see how it works and
learn how to use it, no longer needs to attend a qualified course but can surf on the Internet where find
what most satisfies his/her curiosity. My hope is that
the new ESH board will keep its engagement in preventing that this phenomenon will spread to the
point of jeopardizing the reputation of hypnosis. In
Manchester, I will enter my new identity as ESH past
president, giving the gavel of ESH presidency to
Martin Wall. I wish him to have the board he deserves and good luck.

My satisfaction comes from the achievement that a
contract with three Swiss Constituent Societies is
ready to be signed in Manchester. In fact, the two societies who invited the board in Lausanne, SMSH, IRHyS, and the other Swiss society, the Gesellschaft für
klinische Hypnose/Schweiz Société médicale
(GHYPS), are bidding for hosting the XV ESH congress in Basel, August 2020. Another achievement is
the increased number of our Constituent societies,
from 35 to 38. Unfortunately, soon after Sorrento, we
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Abschiedsbrief
Übersetzt von Stefanie Schramm

Shantih, shantih, shantih.
Vor drei Jahren – 2014 – in Sorrento begann ich
meine Amtszeit mit Engagement und Verantwortungsbewusstsein und nun werde ich sie beenden
mit Dankbarkeit, Zufriedenheit, Besorgnis und Hoffnung. Meine Dankbarkeit gilt jedem einzelnen Vorstandsmitglied für ihren/seinen Beitrag beim Überarbeiten der Konstitution, der Prozesse und den
ethischen Richtlinien. Ein besonderer Dank geht an
András Költő für seine exzellente Arbeit bei der Herausgabe des Newsletters. Ebenso geht ein besonderer
Dank an Kathleen Long, stellvertretende Vorsitzende
der ESH, für das Korrekturlesen der englischen Sprache bei unserem Newsletter. Ein herzlicher Dank
geht auch an die Übersetzer Stefanie Schramm, Dennis Vesvard, Jacinto Inbar und Flavio DiLeone. Mein
persönlicher Dank geht an Nicole Ruysschaert, die
eine zuverlässige Unterstützung, insbesondere für
den Vorstand, aber auch für die gesamte ESH war.
Sie engagiert sich bereits seit 2002 für die ESH und
war ebenfalls Vorsitzende von 2011-2014.
Mein Dank gilt außerdem jeder einzelnen Mitgliedsgesellschaft, die den Vorstand zum Unterrichten eingeladen hat und gleichzeitig Gastgeber für unsere
Meetings war: die schwedische Gesellschaft für klinische Hypnose (SSCH), die britische Gesellschaft für
medizinische und zahnärztliche Hypnose – Schottland (BSMDH-S), die dänische Gesellschaft für klinische Hypnose (DSCH), die schweizerische medizinische Gesellschaft für Hypnose (SMSH) zusammen
mit dem Institut Romand d´Hypnose Suisse (IRHyS)
und der Milton Erickson Gesellschaft für klinische
Hypnose (M.E.G.)

Meine Sorge betrifft eine der wichtigsten Missionen
der ESH: Die Sicherung der Reputation von Hypnose
und denen, die es therapeutisch nutzen, also die Positionierung von Hypnose als eine klinische Disziplin
und Wissenschaft. Im Laufe der Jahre haben verschiedene Mitgliedsgesellschaften ihre Lehre der
Hypnose auf Mitarbeiter ausgeweitet, die im weiteren Feld der Gesundheitsversorgung tätig sind, mit
der Bedingung es nur in ihrem speziellen Berufsbereich zu nutzen. Die Debatte dieser Erweiterung ist
immer noch offen. Eine unserer Sorgen ist, dass nachdem jemand Hypnose gelernt hat, derjenige seine
Profession wechselt und sich nun als Experte und
Psychotherapeut ausgibt. Insbesondere in Ländern in
denen der Titel des Psychotherapeuten nicht den
gleichen Wert hat, wie in Ländern, in denen nur Mediziner und Psychologen Psychotherapeuten werden
können, nachdem Sie zusätzlich noch einige Jahre
studiert haben.
Meine Hoffnung ist, dass technologische, soziale und
politische Veränderungen - die unser alltägliches Leben betreffen – nicht mit unserem beruflichen Feld
interferieren. Heute kann jeder der wissen möchte,
was Hypnose ist, wie es abläuft und lernen möchte,
wie es genutzt wird im Internet surfen, um sich von
Kuriositäten zu überzeugen und man muss keinen
qualifizierten Kurs mehr besuchen. Meine Hoffnung
ist, dass der neue ESH Vorstand sich weiter engagieren wird, um vorzubeugen, dass dieses Phänomen
sich nicht so weit verbreitet, dass es die Reputation
von Hypnose beschädigt. In Manchester werde ich
meine neue Identität als vorherige ESH Präsidentin
antreten und gebe das Zepter der ESH Präsidentschaft weiter an Martin Wall. Ich
wünsche ihm viel Glück und das er
einen Vorstand nach seinen Wünschen hat.

Meine Zufriedenheit resultiert aus dem Erfolg, dass
ein Vertrag mit drei schweizerischen Mitgliedsgesellschaften vorliegt, der in Manchester unterschrieben
werden kann. Tatsächlich haben sich die beiden Gesellschaften, die den Vorstand nach Lausanne eingeladen haben (SMSH und IRHyS) und die dritte
Schweizer Gesellschaft verbündet, um Gastgeber für
den XV ESH Kongress in Basel im August 2020 sein
zu können. Ein weiterer Erfolg ist die erhöhte Anzahl
unserer Mitgliedsgesellschaften - von 35 auf 38. Leider haben wir, direkt nach Sorrento, die Confederation Francophone d´Hypnose et de Therapies Breves
(CFHCBT) verloren. Ich hoffe, sie werden ihre Meinung ändern und früher oder später der ESH wieder
beitreten.
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Lettre d’Adieu
Traduite par Denis Vesvard

Shantih, shantih, shantih.
Il y a trois ans, en 2014, à Sorrente, j’ai débuté mon
mandat comme une mission et une responsabilité à
assumer, aujourd’hui je l’achève avec des sentiments
de gratitude, de satisfaction, mêlés d’inquiétude et
d’espoir. Ma gratitude va vers chaque membre du
Bureau pour sa participation à la mise à jour de nos
Statuts, de notre Règlement intérieur et de notre
Code Ethique. Des remerciements tout particuliers
vont à András Költő pour l’édition de l’ESH Newsletter et à Kathleen Long, Vice-Présidente de l’ESH pour
la revue de sa version en anglais. Du fond du cœur, je
remercie chaque traducteur : Stefanie Schramm, Denis Vesvard, Jacinto Inbar et Flavio di Leone. A Nicole Ruysschaert, j’adresse un remerciement particulier, car elle a été une aide sans faille spécialement
pour notre équipe mais aussi pour l’ESH dans son
ensemble, en étant au service de l’ESH depuis 2002 et
en assurant la Présidence de 2011 à 2014.
Ma gratitude se porte aussi vers chaque Société
Membre de l’ESH qui a invité le Bureau pour faire
des formations et qui a accueilli nos réunions : la
Swedish Society of Clinical Hypnosis (SSCH), la
branche écossaise de la British Society of Clinical and
Dental Hypnosis (BSMDH-S), la Danish Society of
Clinical Hypnosis (DSCH), la Swiss Medical Society
for Hypnosis (SMSH) en collaboration avec l’Institut
Romand d’Hypnose Suisse (IRHyS) ainsi que la Milton Erickson Geselleschaft für Klinische Hypnosis
(MEG).
Ma satisfaction provient de l’adhésion comme
membres de trois Sociétés Suisses d’hypnose qui sera
signée à Manchester. En fait, les deux Sociétés qui ont
invité le Bureau de l’ESH à Lausanne (SMSH et
IRHyS) associées à une troisième Société, la Gesellschaft für klinische Hypnose/Schweitz Société
Médicale (GHYPS), font acte de candidature commune pour le 15 ème Congrès de l’ESH à Bâle, en
Août 2020. Nous sommes passés de 35 à 38 Sociétés
Membres de l’ESH et c’est un autre motif de satisfaction. Malheureusement, peu de
temps après Sorrente, nous avons
perdu la Confédération Francophone d’Hypnose et de Thérapie
Brève (CFHTB). J’espère qu’ils
reconsidèreront leur position et

qu’un jour ou l’autre ils se joindront à nouveau à
nous.
Mon souci, et l’une des missions les plus importantes
de l’ESH, sont de sauvegarder la réputation de l’hypnose et de ceux qui l’utilisent uniquement comme
traitement, comme discipline clinique ou comme objet de recherche. Au fil des années, plusieurs Sociétés
Membres ont étendu l’enseignement de l’hypnose à
des professionnels du soin au sens large, contre l’engagement qu’ils utiliseraient l’hypnose uniquement
dans leur champ d’activité propre et dans l’intérêt de
leurs patients/clients. On continue de débattre sur
cette extension. La crainte demeure qu’après
quelques formations en hypnose, une personne
change de profession, se dise experte en hypnose et
s’improvise comme psychothérapeute. Ceci est spécialement le cas dans des pays où le titre de psychothérapeute n’a pas la reconnaissance qu’il a dans des
pays où seuls les médecins et les psychologues peuvent y prétendre, après plusieurs années d’études.
Mon espoir est que les changements technologiques,
sociaux et politiques qui touchent notre vie quotidienne, ne perturberont pas notre domaine professionnel. Aujourd’hui, celui ou celle qui veut savoir ce
qu’est l’hypnose, regarde comment ça fonctionne et
apprend à s’en servir, sans qu’il soit besoin pour lui
de suivre un enseignement de qualité, simplement en
surfant sur le Net où il trouve de quoi satisfaire sa curiosité. J’ai l’espoir que le nouveau Bureau de l’ESH
va rester engagé dans la prévention de ce phénomène
qui, s’il s’étendait, en viendrait à mettre en péril la réputation de l’hypnose.
A Manchester, je vais endosser le titre d’ancienne
Présidente de l’ESH et passerai le témoin à Martin
Wall. Je lui souhaite d’avoir le Bureau qu’il mérite et
lui dis bonne chance.
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Carta de Despedida
Traducido por Jacinto Inbar

Shantih, shantih, shantih.
Tres años atrás, en el 2014, en Sorrento, comencé mi
mandato con compromiso y responsabilidad, ahora
estoy finalizándolo con gratitud, satisfacción, preocupación y esperanza. Mi gratitud va dirigida a cada
uno de los miembros por su contribución en la actualización de la Constitución, los Procedimientos, el
Código Ëtico. Un agradecimiento especial está dirigido a Andras Kollo por su excelente edición del
Newsletter del ESH, y a Kathleen Long, vicepresidente del ESH, por la revisión de la edición en inglés.
Un agradecimiento de todo corazón a cada uno de
los traductores, a Stefanie Schramm, Denis Vesvard,
Flavio di Leone y a Jacinto Inbar. Un agradecimiento
personal va a Nicole Ruysschaert la cual ha sido un
apoyo válido para este Board en particular y para el
ESH en general, sirviendo al ESH desde el año 2002 y
siendo su presidente desde el año 2011 hasta el 2014.
Mi agradecimiento también a cada una de las Sociedades Constituyentes que han invitado al Board a enseñar y acogió nuestras reuniones: a la Sociedad
Sueca de Hipnosis Clínica (SSCH), a la Sociedad Británica de Medicina e Hipnosis Dental – Escocia
(BSMDH-S), a la Sociedad Danesa de Hipnosis Clínica (DSCH), a la Sociedad Médica Suiza de Hipnosis
(SMSH) junto con el Instituto Romand Suizo de Hipnosis (IRHyS), y el Milton Erickson Gesellschaft para
la Hipnosis Clínica (M.E.G.).

constituyentes han extendido
la enseñanza de la hipnosis a
los profesionales en el amplio
campo de la salud, con el compromiso de utilizar exclusivamente en su campo específico de
aplicación,
para el beneficio de sus clientespacientes. El debate sobre esta extensión todavía está
abierto.
Una preocupación sigue siendo que después de la enseñanza de la hipnosis, la persona cambia su profesión, pretende ser un experto y él/ella se improvisa
como psicoterapeuta. Especialmente en países donde
el título de psicoterapeuta no tiene el valor que tiene
en países donde sólo los médicos y psicólogos pueden ser tales, después de varios años de estudio.
Mi esperanza es que los cambios tecnológicos, sociales y políticos que afectan la vida cotidiana no interfiera con nuestro ámbito profesional. Hoy en día, él o
ella que quiera conocer lo que es la hipnosis, ver
cómo funciona y aprender a usarla, ya no necesita de
un curso cualificado, pero puede navegar por Internet, donde encontrar lo que más satisface su curiosidad. Mi esperanza es que la nueva junta ESH mantendrá su compromiso en la prevención frente a este
fenómeno que podría extenderse hasta el punto de
poner en peligro la reputación de la hipnosis. En
Manchester entraré a mi nueva identidad como exPresidenta del ESH, dar el mazo de la Presidencia del
ESH a Martin Wall. Le deseo que tenga el Board que
se merece y mucha suerte.

Mi satisfacción surge del logro que un acuerdo con
tres Sociedades Constituyentes Suizas está listo para
ser firmado en Manchester. De hecho, las dos sociedades que invitó a la Junta en Lausanne, SMSH, IRHyS y la otra sociedad suiza, la Gesellschaft fűr klinische Hypnose/Schweiz Société Médicale (GHYPS),
están haciendo una proposición para acoger el XV
Congreso del ESH en Basilea, en Agosto de 2020.
Otro logro es el número creciente de nuestras Sociedades Constituyentes, de 35 a 38. Lamentablemente,
poco tiempo después de Sorrento, hemos perdido a
la Confederación Francófona de Hipnosis y de Terapias Breves (CFHCBT). Espero reconsideren su posición y tarde o temprano se unirán otra vez.
Mi preocupación es que una de las más importantes
misiones de la ESH es el salvaguardar la reputación
de la hipnosis y de aquellos que la utilizan a los meros efectos de la terapia, como una disciplina clínica y
de investigación. Durante los años varias sociedades
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Lettera di commiato
Tradotto da Flavio Giuseppe di Leone

Shantih, shantih, shantih.
Tre anni fa, nel 2014, a Sorrento, ho iniziato il mio
mandato con dedizione e responsabilità; ora sto per
concluderlo con gratitudine, soddisfazione, preoccupazione e speranza. La mia gratitudine va a ciascun
membro del consiglio direttivo per il contributo
nell'aggiornamento della Costituzione, delle procedure e del Codice Etico. Un grazie speciale va a András Költő per il suo eccellente lavoro di editor della
ESH Newsletter, e a Kathleen Long, la ESH Vice presidente, per la revisione linguistica. Un grazie di
cuore va a ciascun traduttore: Stefanie Schramm, Denis Vesvard, Jacinto Inbar, e Flavio di Leone. Un grazie personale va a Nicole Ruysschaert che ha servito
la ESH dal 2002 e ne è stata il presidente dal 2011 al
2014.
La mia gratitudine va alle società costituenti che hanno invitato il consiglio direttivo a insegnare e hanno
ospitato le riunioni della ESH: la
Società Svedese di Ipnosi Clinica,
(SSCH), la Società Britannica di
Ipnosi Medica e Odontoiatrica Sezione Scozzese, (BSMDH-S), la Società Danese di Ipnosi Clinica, (DSCH), la
Società Medica Svizzera di Ipnosi, (SMSH) insieme
con l'Istituto Romand di Ipnosi Svizzero (IRHyS), e la
Società Milton Erickson per l'Ipnosi Clinica (M.E.G.).

cerca. Durante gli ultimi anni, diverse società costituenti hanno esteso l'insegnamento dell'ipnosi a professioni sanitarie nel più ampio significato, con l'impegno di utilizzarla esclusivamente nel proprio
ambito e per il bene dei pazienti-clienti. Il dibattito riguardo questa apertura nell'insegnamento dell'ipnosi
è ancora aperto. Una preoccupazione ancora rimane
nel caso in cui un professionista cambi professione
dopo aver imparato l'ipnosi e pretenda di essere diventato ipnotista improvvisandosi psicoterapeuta.
Specialmente in quelle nazioni in cui il titolo di psicoterapeuta non ha il valore che possiede nei paesi in
cui solo medici e psicologi possono ottenerlo dopo
molti anni di studio.
La mia speranza è che i cambiamenti tecnologici, sociali e politici che influenzano la vita di tutti i giorni
non interferiscano con la nostra professione. Oggi,
chi è interessato a conoscere l'ipnosi, e voglia impararla, non ha più bisogno di partecipare a corsi qualificati ma può navigare in rete e trovare il modo di
soddisfare la sua curiosità. La mia speranza è che il
nuovo direttivo della ESH mantenga l'impegno di
prevenire che questo fenomeno si diffonda al punto
da danneggiare la reputazione dell'ipnosi. In Manchester, entrerò nella posizione di past president passando il martelletto della presidenza della ESH a
Martin Wall. A lui auguro di avere il direttivo che
merita e tanta fortuna.
.

La mia soddisfazione viene dal contratto pronto per
essere firmato a Manchester con tre società costituenti svizzere. Infatti, le due società che hanno invitato il direttivo a Losanna, SMSH, IRHyS, e una terza
società, la Società Svizzera per l'Ipnosi Clinica
(GHYPS), hanno unito le forze per ospitare il XV
Congresso della ESH a Basilea, nell'agosto del 2020.
Un altro risultato raggiunto è l'aumento delle nostre
società costituenti da 35 a 38. Sfortunata-mente, poco
dopo Sorrento, la Confederazione Francofona d'Ipnosi e Terapia Breve (CFHCBT) ha lasciato la ESH.
Spero che possano riconsiderare la loro posizione e,
prima o poi, tornare ad essere una nostra società costituente.
La mia preoccupazione deriva dalla più importante
missione della ESH di salvaguardare la reputazione
dell'ipnosi e di coloro che la adoperano esclusivamente come terapia, come disciplina clinica e nella ri-
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Letter from the Editor
By András Költő

The Last Tango in Manchester
In the current Newsletter, you will again find a large
variety of contributions, covering different aspects of
hypnosis in Europe. In addition to the regular presidential letters, our Past President Nicole Ruysschaert
(who leaves the BoD after 15 years of service) and the
President-Elect Martin Wall (whose term will start in
August 2017 in the Manchester congress) also provide summaries of their visions and thoughts on
ESH. It is our regret that we must dedicate eulogies
to two distinguished colleagues who passed away recently: Annellen Simpkins and Madeleine RicheportHaley. The International Corner, shared with ISH,
features a paper from Raechel Drew, on the impact of
plants on patients’ well-being in hospital environments. Christine Guilloux prepared an interview for
the French Corner; and it is a happy occasion that
two of our ESH Board, Consuelo Casula and Åsa Fe
Kockum, published their books, which are reviewed
in the present Newsletter. In our Interview series, Silvia Giacosa and Peter Naish introduce the Constituent Societies they lead. And as always, we publish
the forthcoming events and trainings of European
and international hypnosis galaxy.

I wrote in my first editorial letter in 2014 that it takes
two to tango. Hypnosis is not something owned by
the hypnotised person; it is a shared experience between her or him and the hypnotist. Group hypnosis
indeed includes many subjects and a hypnotist (and
in a laboratory, a co-hypnotist and observers may
also be involved). I felt privileged to be the editor of
the Newsletter for the last three years and nine issues. The same people are needed for maintaining
platforms of internal communication within any organization: readers, contributors, and editors. It was
a pleasure to be a part of this group tango. I owe a
special debt to my “co-dancer” (no body sways included) Kathleen Long, who provided thorough language check of the manuscripts.
From June 2017, I have a new job in a new country: I
moved to Galway, Ireland, where I will do postdoctoral research on adolescent health, in the Health Promotion Research Centre at National University of Ireland Galway. This means that I cannot run for the
election as a Board Member in ESH for the next mandate, and I will hand over the editorial task to the one
the new BoD will appoint for this job.
I, however, intend to keep in touch with the hypnosis
community. And I look forward to having a last
tango with you in Manchester.
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Letter from the Past President
Reflections on 15 years on
board of ESH: 2002–2017
By Nicole Ruysschaert
A few years ago, I was in Cassis, France enjoying the
sunny Mediterranean climate and was enticed by a
boat trip on a beautiful ship. Leaving the quiet harbour and the calm waters, I didn’t know what to expect from the visit to the ‘cliffs’ and entering the open
sea. At some points, the sea was calm and quiet, at
other points the sea was wild and hard to manage:
we were wet, flooded by the water entering the
boat… some people had fun, others regretted having
chosen that boat. In all ways of life, it’s good to be
prepared for the unexpected and having some ways
to deal with unfavourable circumstances. What if we
had taken a sailing boat with a captain and a crew.
What is specific in sailing? How can they work together? Best to start by learning about the sea, the
past, the boat, the journeys it did, what you can expect from your boat, the different seas it visited…
and before entering the sea: finding out some common goals, checking the strengths, dedication, availability and flexibility of all the crew members… who
will take what position, and who will be available
when some urgent matters arise? How will we communicate and reach each other? Who will be in
charge? Who will choose the direction? Who will be
helpful? What if obstacles force us to choose a different direction? What happened to our crew and how
was the sailing experience in past years?

The future is built on the past and worked on in the
present. We can rely on the experience, and memory
of older board members as well as the minutes of
past meetings to build further on our establishment
and foundation. After 15 years of serving at the ESH
BoD it’s time to reflect and to look at important changes and evolution over the years. My 15 years as
member of the ESH Board of Directors, as member,
vice-president, president-elect, president, and immediate past president, have been a very intense time
in my professional life. I joined ESH BoD 2002 in
Rome, was an ESH BoD member 2002–2008, in 2008
became president-elect, between 2011–2014. I served
as president, and after Sorrento I became immediate
past-president for another 3 years. Plenty of time to
observe, learn about the past and to help ESH in establish a firmer position, observing the evolution and
changes, being part of the chain in the evolution,
linking societies, building bridges between people,
professions, trainings and societies.
My personal experience:
Wealth as the sum of relationships
Being on the ESH BoD opened my view and way to
the broader world of hypnosis, and all the issues
coming up in a world that is ever changing, where
change is the major ‘stability’. I am very grateful for
the opportunities the position gave me to meet
people, make friends all over the world and enabling
me to visit places where I would never have gone otherwise. Although as a board member, you need to
invest a lot of your working time, working many
hours without being paid, it pays off in another
way… as “a man’s real wealth is the sum of his relationships and friendships”, I feel much richer than before. I thank all the people who supported my time at
the board and made the time spent at the numerous
meetings a source of common energy.
BoD meetings:
Face to face, phone and skype conferences,
email exchange
Until 2003, ESH BoD face-to-face meetings were restricted to the tri-annual ESH and ISH congresses.
Since 2003, a new tradition has started and I enjoyed
the first onsite Board of Directors meeting outside
congresses, a breakthrough in tradition during Shaul
Livnay’s presidency.
Onsite meetings create the opportunity for in-depth
reflection on different issues and forges friendship
and interactions among BoD members. After the first
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onsite meeting, many other on-site BoD meetings followed. Most of them took place on invitation of a CS,
and combined the BoD meeting with a local congress,
where BoD members agreed to do some teaching in
the format of workshops, lectures and keynotes.
Where we started with one a year, over the years the
number of onsite meetings increased.
• 2004: Gozo on invitation of DGZH and Albrecht
Schmierer.
• 2005 January: Rome on invitation of Camillo
Loriedo and SII.
• 2006 March: Scheffau, Austria. BoD meeting on
invitation of Matthias Mende and OGATAP.
• 2006 August: Acapulco, in combination with ISH
congress.
• 2007 May: Acco, Israel. BoD meeting on invitation
of Shaul Livnay and IssH during their annual
congress.
• 2008: Vienna, Austria during the ESH congress.
• 2008: Istanbul Turkey on invitation of Ali Ozden
Ozturk and THD -site meeting BoD.
• 2009: London, UK. On invitation of Martin Wall
and RSM Royal Society of Medicine. Section
Hypnosis.
• 2009: Rome, Italy in combination with ISH congress.
• 2010: Oslo, Norway. On invitation of Gunnar
Rosén and NFKEH.
• 2011 April: Turkey, Istanbul –BoD meeting and final preparations of ESH congress, and August
BoD meeting during the ESH congress.
• 2012: Belgium, Antwerp and Leuven, on invitation of Nicole Ruysschaert and VHYP.
• 2013: Donetsk, Ukraine BoD. On invitation of Boris Ivnyev and UAPP.
• 2014: we didn’t receive any invitation and hold
the BoD meeting in Timisoara, Romania, combined with teaching at the World Congress of Resilience.
• 2015: we welcomed invitations from SSCH
Sweden to teach at their congress and have the
BoD meeting in Lund, and from BSMDH (Scotland), to teach and have the BoD meeting in Glasgow on invitation of Kathleen Long.
• 2016: BoD meeting combined with congress was
organized by SMSH in Switzerland, cooperating
with IRHys. We were also invited for a congress
and BoD meeting in Istanbul, but due to the situation over there we needed to decline the offer
and hold another BoD meeting in Budapest.
• 2017: Germany, Bad Kissingen. BoD meeting combined with congress, at the annual MEG congress

Thank you to all the inviting societies and members
who made this possible!
Besides the on-site BoD meetings, there are regular
phone conferences: whereas these were limited to a
few a year in the period 2005–2008, increasing in
2008–2011, we reached a maximum of 5-7 phone conferences a year, with the whole board and a lot of
phone conferences with the committees in 2011–2014.
Opportunities to exchange information along with all
our different ways of communicating, creates a need
for new coping mechanisms to help us deal with the
overload of information that occurs sometimes.
CoR meeting and elections:
From the charm of less structured elections
to a well-prepared strategy
15 years ago... In 2002, in Rome, I was nominated as
ESH BoD member. At that time the election procedure was to nominate candidates during the meeting,
people you knew, you thought who were good, dedicated, showed some extra commitment to the field,
who were for some time active in their own society…
In 2011, we started having the nomination of candidates for the new BoD making it more professional
by asking them to send their CV in advance. The 2014
elections were prepared in detail with nomination
forms, specific ways of introducing candidates and a
clear step-by-step strategy and voting procedure at
the CoR meeting. Since then documents are circulated long in advance stipulating necessary skills for
each position and giving more details about the requirements as elected member. Candidates are asked to
send a CV, an overview of their activities in the field
of hypnosis and a motivation letter. In this way nominators and nominees can prepare themselves in
the best way. A document with overview of candidates for the next elections is sent out prior to the
CoR meetings. The voting is well prepared with printed documents to assure an easy-going procedure
within a limited time frame.
As there were only two CoR meetings in three years,
with a change in the board, evolution took time. I
could see how we changed from a less structured to a
more prepared meeting. From meetings where BoD
members gave reports to meetings with more interaction among CoR members. From short formal meetings to inspiring meetings with small groups, interaction and celebrations. The tendency to foster
activity from the CoR members, and involving them
more in ESH matters by regular e-mail updates continues.
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Central Office and entering the digital world
2002, central office as the core of ESH administration
was established in UK under the scrutiny and professional guiding of Mhairi McKenna and Phyllis Alden.
ESH received an e-mail address and a fax, and since
then all ESH information has been gathered and kept
safe by our secretary, Christine Henderson. Keeping
the central office there was an important decision to
guarantee stability, have a central base, and keep information well protected, respecting UK data protection laws. In communication, phone and fax
messages decreased, while emailing became the main
channel for communication.
We put content together, looked for a logo and design, and prepared our first ESH website with a German host and webmaster.
In 2006, plans for a new website, hosted in the Netherlands, were made. After some difficulties to
transfer and get access codes, in 2007 the new website was finally set up, with one of our protected domain names http://www.esh-hypnosis.eu. It gave us
access to ‘content management’.
But once a website is launched, it quickly is out-ofdate. Therefore, in 2009 we started looking for a new
website: scrutinizing the offers, 10th Planet Design
Limited from UK seemed the best offer. The website
committee and I agreed in december 2009 to sign a
contract with the web designer, utilizing the suggestions received from the BoD. This website, with
some updates in layout and with content management performed by Central Office is still running.
Some years later, in a review, we found out that it offered the best price/quality balance.
Plans to make a new website 2014–2017 with some
more advanced technology were made, ideas were
worked out, but it’s still under construction. In the
meantime, content of the current website is kept up
to date by our secretary, Christine.

regularly, and meticulously formulated and reformulated texts to be submitted to the CoR. The extension
of training and membership to different professions
in health care, and criteria to attend ESH congress
remain a hot topic where we keep pace with the evolution in our different constituent societies. Over the
years, societies have more impact on the evolution
and membership criteria for ESH and training: old,
rigid structures and limitations for accepting members for training and membership need to be reviewed to keep track with evolution in training in
different countries.
ESH congresses: Flexibility and moves
Over the years finding a society that is willing to organize the ESH congress was difficult and we had to
face storms, crises, obstacles and change our direction. The constitution gives some limitations to
possible constructions as normally ESH congresses
are organized by a Constituent Society. For the 2005
congress, venue and organization had to move from
Israel to Gozo. In 2008 we were lucky, because the
congress could take place in Vienna as planned. In
2011, the venue moved from Scotland to Turkey, in
2014 from Spain to Italy… the moves had implication
in the organizers being short in time to deal with the
workload, and unfortunately attracting less
registrants.
As congresses are the heart of ESH allowing us to
meet and exchange ideas and experiences, they are
very important, and milestones in ESH functioning.
On the other hand, putting responsibility on societies
is very onerous and makes many societies rather
wary of taking risks and being in charge. To be helpful, guidelines were put together in 2011–2014. ESH
BoD gives support with the knowledge of previous
experience, and scientific input. Finding a good contract and reasonable agreement and share of responsibilities is still a work under construction. In 2017, it
took some time to find a society willing to organize:
we are more than happy that BSMDH offered to organize and welcome all of you in Manchester, 2017!

ESH constitution regulations and ethical guidelines
ESH is a society in full expansion and evolution, it’s a
work in progress. At BoD meetings, we often
questioned the ESH functioning, goals, priorities,
identity, legal position, membership and ethical guidelines. Encountering some less adequate regulations or restrictions in the constitution, prompted us to
propose some amendments, which would facilitate
future work. We revised the constitution and by-laws
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ECH, CEPE, and training criteria
When I became BoD member, 2002, one of the first
important issues was related to EAP – European Association of Psychotherapy – with a section of hypnosis: EAHP – European Association of Hypnotherapists. ESH delegates encountered tough
negotiations and discussions about the ECP (European Certificate for Psychotherapy) and the choice of
the society, eligible to become the accredited society
to issue the certificate. EAP’s opinion that
“psychotherapy is a separate profession open to professionals outside of medicine and psychology” clashed with ESH position. Due to extensive lobbying,
the “lay hypnotists” and EAHP got more chances to
issue certificates than ESH. The BoD took a final decision to withdraw from the EAP, and rather focus on
developing own standards and issue an ECH (European Certificate of Hypnosis).
CEPE Committee for Educational Programs in Europe was born and would grow and evolve finding
and making its own way. The first issuing of ECH
certificates was done in 2006 with the ‘grand parenting’ clause, giving certificates to individual members
who had full training in ESH accredited training societies. Further development implied the development
of minimal criteria for training and issuing
certificates to accredited societies. This was in preparation for the time when the “grand parenting
clause” would end and allowed development of draft
standardised application forms for members. Ideas to
pass ‘exams’ (similar to the model in Israel) as a requirement to get an ECH were dropped for practical
reasons, language problems, objection of members,
and financial implications. ESH made a decision to
trust societies in their training and instead of giving
directions, deployed more flexibility, adapting to local standards for training.
Nowadays we are focusing on polls to compare training in different societies and to find out what are
reasonable minimum standards. The different professions make it quite complicated to find or formulate
standards for basic, advanced and specialized trainings. A symposium at the next ESH congress in
Manchester will offer one of the opportunities to exchange ideas about that.

can be downloaded from and read at the website
http://esh-hypnosis.eu/downloads/ The layout
improved progressively, keeping track with evolutions in the digital world and creativity of editors.
Content became richer and more elaborated in a way
one could wonder if it’s now on its way to become a
journal or will be reduced to a newsletter. Some of
the content deserves a more ‘permanent’ or visible
place on the website in separate items as ‘professional reading’ ‘new discoveries’ ‘scientific development’. 2009 we decided to limit it to 20 pages. In
2011, Consuelo Casula became the new editor: we
published two ESH Newsletters and two VRI (Views,
Reviews, Interviews) newsletters a year. 2014, when
Consuelo Casula became president, András Költő
was appointed editor-in-chief, enriching the newsletter with research items and a new layout.
ESH had the journal Hypnos official journal for many
years. It is a Swedish journal that was adopted as a
common European Journal, owned by the SSCH and
co-sponsered by ESH. Peo Wilkström motivated
many European and international members to become members of the “foreign section” and motivated and prompted many clinicians to start publishing
there. There was also a section “We and the World”,
where international information was exchanged. He
kept personal contact with his foreign members, sent
nice ‘postcards’ and could enlarge the number of
subscriptions, submissions and readers over the years. To his regret, ESH couldn’t afford the sponsoring
any longer, and this put an end to the fruitful and extensive cooperation in 2006.
In the search for a journal, ESH BoD negotiated with
Contemporary Hypnosis, a journal owned by the British Society of Medical and Dental Hypnosis
(BSMDH). It became the next official journal, but
ownership was kept at BSMDH. ESH members got
advantages for subscription and got one page to advertise ESH news. There were some difficulties in
finding a new editor-in-chief, a publisher. It’s not that
clear where we are now and perhaps an interesting
topic for the future.

Journals: ESH Newsletter, Hypnos, and Contemporary Hypnosis (and Integrative Therapy)
2005, I was asked to edit the ESH Newsletter and
continued the editing until 2011. Issues since 2006
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Where are we now?
After my years of sailing in the “European waters” of
ESH, I learned many things… In 2015, I entered the
ocean of ISH as crew member of their BoD. Years
ago, “Building bridges of Understanding”, was launched as the motto and flag of ISH.
Many different bridges can be interesting for ESH as
well: bridges among board members to overcome
geographic distances, and different mind sets, bridges between BoD and CoR, between hypnosis societies and different professionals who could be interested. Which links can be useful to integrate
hypnosis in different therapy models or giving it a
life and a profession on its own.
To strengthen the position, ESH will need a strong
crew who can negotiate about visions for the future
and feel a mission. Will ESH dare to explore new waters and put efforts together to deal with storms and
adversity? How will ESH find or develop a European
mindset? I wonder which position hypnosis will get
for the different practitioners who show interest in
hypnosis or integrate it in their model under other

names or terms. Can ESH protect the “ownership” of
hypnosis and high standards? Will the boat sail under the same “hypnosis” flag or can we expect big
changes? Will different names for ‘hypnosis’ attract
interest, meeting the need for “novelty” but promoting good old “hypnosis” wine in new bottles? Do we
need to integrate hypnosis in other therapy methods
or can it stand on its own?
2011–2014 during my presidency we did a few “brain
storms” to find a motto for ESH, to define ESH’s
identity… that time we couldn’t find proper answers.
But reflection and exchange of ideas is always interesting.
I am curious to see how the next generation of ESH
will chose to continue its journey. Which identity will
ESH find? What place and position will hypnosis
find in these turbulent times where so many things
are changing? I wonder which flag ESH will choose
to continue its journey. Which direction will be
chosen to continue the evolution…?

Manchester by night (source: Wikimedia Commons)
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Letter from the President-Elect

Thoughts on the Future Direction
for ESH: 2017– 2020
By Martin Wall

This vision for the future of ESH is written very
much with the past in mind, a past that has been elegantly documented in this edition by Dr Nicole
Ruysschaert, reflecting on her sojourn on the BoD
over the last 15 years. In the Hellenistic period of ancient Greece, the future was experienced as behind
and the past in front, counterintuitive for us, but eminently sensible experientially, you can see and review the past, the future approaches unseen and unknown.
The first thing that I perceive of our past is the constant struggle to legitimise hypnosis as a viable tool
in main stream medicine, and I look forward to the
man who popularised the word ‘hypnosis’ James
Braid and his colleague John Elliotson, eminent society doctors, who spectacularly fell from grace when
they championed mesmerism/hypnosis, often with
inappropriate public displays. They were hounded
and ridiculed by a profession that was threatened
with phenomena that could not be measured, and
cures that made redundant much of the accepted
clinical practice of the time. All this reflected in a contemporary editorial on Elliotson’s downfall:
The ‘science’ of mesmerism (hypnosis), like the ‘science’ of fortune-telling, will always carry on a precarious existence wherever there are clever girls, philosophic Bohemians, weak
women, and weaker men, but it can no longer affront the common sense of the medical profession, or dare to show its face in
the scientific societies after the late exposure.

(Editorial in The Lancet, 15 September 1838)
These beliefs and prejudices are still with us today,
and explain why newer therapies unencumbered by
history such as Neuro-Linguistic Programming, Cognitive Behavioural Therapy, Eye Movement Desensitisation and Reprocessing, etc. have had a more favourable reception.
Nicole finishes her review by wondering about what
the future holds and how we might interact with all
that stretches out approaching us unseen from behind. Put simply, my future vision for ESH is to promote the use and acceptance of hypnosis into mainstream medicine as a valuable clinical tool, and this is
increasingly relevant as sophisticated technical advances lack resources to address the compassionate
care of our patients.

In this era of post-truth, it is peoples’ beliefs that are
important and plain facts /truths may have little effect on those beliefs. A paper by Kahan, Peters, Dawson and Slovic (2013) illustrates this perfectly:
Subjects were presented with a difficult problem that turned
on their ability to draw valid causal inferences from empirical
data.
Subjects with the highest expertise with numbers did substantially better than the less able ones, when the data were presented as results from a neutral study of a new skin-rash treatment.
However, when the same data were presented as results from
the study of a gun-control ban core beliefs took precedence
over the data and the more proficient were simply more
skilled in conforming their interpretation of the data to the result most consistent with their beliefs.

So, while accepting the value of positive data and audit outcome, we need to understand the central role
of belief over fact, and the more strongly a belief is
held the more likely those individuals are to confabulate the data to support that belief.
It is the core beliefs held by the medical and academic hierarchy, as illustrated in The Lancet editorial, that are very much part of the poor record of
hypnosis in the accepted measure of Evidence Based
Medicine.
When I accepted the role of President Elect in Sorrento there years ago I spoke of my hope to involve
and include all our 14,000 ESH members. It is
through the coordinated and concerted action of our
members that we can begin to change beliefs, because
in the narcissistic world of our online presence this is
where new beliefs can be seeded. I hope ESH will invest in the IT necessary to contact and mobilise our
membership to engage their networks in initiating a
belief change in the important role of hypnotic phenomena in contemporary healthcare.
I have my own ideas on policies in education, outreach and political lobbying, to take this agenda forward, but at this stage I believe it is more important
to listen to our Constituent Societies and to the next
Board of Directors that you will have voted into office. Essentially progress needs a commitment to a
common cause, strategies that we can all share to
take the spirit of hypnosis (if not its name) forward in
to every area of health care that we are involved in.
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Remembering
Annellen Simpkins
By Consuelo Casula

Dao of Neuroscience, Zen Meditation in Psychotherapy, the Tao of Bipolar. According to them, the Western approach tends to bend nature to will, fighting to
conquer cosmic harmony by the enforcement of order. Eastern philosophy is just the opposite: it teaches
us to accept uncertainty and unpredictability with
equanimity, to follow the law of the unity of opposites, because nothing is ever all Yin, as well as nothing is ever all Yang. Annellen reached her happiness
through the practice of acceptance without judging
what is happening moment by moment.
I hope that her meditation practice combined with
self-hypnosis ability helped her to realign the vitality
quotient during her illness as well as prepare body
and mind to the rest and sleep of death. By doing frequent meditation, she learned and taught how to realign the flow of energy and reach harmony between
humanity and Universe, and to find hidden strength
even in facing her own death.

Annellen and Alexander Simpkins

In the Ericksonian community, Annellen and Alexander were known as a hard-working couple happy to
share personal and professional moments of their
life. Together they wrote many books, they taught
many workshops, they gave many lectures all over
the world, hand in hand, combining competence and
creativity, offering sound knowledge and true inspiration.
One aspect of her professional quality was her curiosity in learning and teaching something new. Annellen knew how to harmonize old knowledge with the
new, as well as to integrate Western and Eastern psychology.
In addition to writing important books on self-hypnosis and on neuro hypnosis, Annellen and Alexander wrote books where they combined Eastern and
Western thought for therapeutic change, such as The

EULOGIES

The last time I saw Annellen was in Phoenix during
the December 2015 Ericksonian congress. Full of dignity, she told me about her illness, showing her hope
and optimism to overcome it and to live longer. Her
optimism was rooted in her meditation practice coming from Buddhism, Yoga, Zen, and Taoism, intertwined with Western medicine and recent discoveries in neuroscience and psychology. Unfortunately,
she passed away in August 2016, leaving her husband Alex, her children and grandchildren with
many memories of a life lived with love and passion.
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Remembering
Madeleine Richeport-Haley

For sure he could think and act conventionally, but
he preferred to be paradoxical, satirical, and witty,
thus bringing new visions and doubts to old habits.

By Consuelo Casula
When a friend called me telling me that Madeleine
had left this world, I felt a deep sense of loneliness.
After the death of her husband, Jay Haley, in 2007,
we became closer friends sharing the pleasure of
spending time together during various Ericksonian,
ISH and ESH conferences. I admired her elegance
and beauty as well as the harmony and purity of her
mind and soul. Always kind and generous, her gentle smile showed her compassion toward the people
she loved.
Many sweet memories come to my mind to remind
me of her keenness to enjoy the simple experiences of
life. I remember the fact that, once, during a lunch
pause at one of the Ericksonian congresses, we
passed near a merry-go-round. She told me that she
loved that every time she and Jay visited a new town,
he would ask where to find one and take her there
for a ride. As soon as she told me this story, I proposed a ride together. And we did it. It was the pure
joy of two grown women playing and laughing like
babies, forgetting our age and appreciating the present moment. We went back to the congress with
more energy and clarity regarding what is really important in life: to grasp the opportunities life offers
us, accepting moments of joy, without creating regrets.

During her widow phase Madeleine committed herself to ordering the many articles Jay Haley had left
and, in 2010, with Jon Carlson, she edited a book entitled “Jay Haley revisited”.

Madeleine and Jay Haley

Madeleine, being an anthropologist, was a muse for
Jay Haley. They spent the last years of their life together, happily hand in hand. They went through
each developmental stage of marriage, with its challenges and opportunities. She also lived the widow
phase, during which she preferred to keep her role of
professional partner. In fact, she utilized the privilege
of having lived so many years with her beloved husband to select and collect his unedited papers.
After Jay’s death, Madeleine dedicated her life to
working on the archives left by her husband. Haley
wrote more than 100 papers, some of them unpublished. After he died, Madeleine knew that Jay
had wanted to publish some of them under the title
“Pleasant and Unpleasant Papers”. Jay knew that his
provocative style might be misunderstood by some
traditional people – but he liked being provocative,
to stimulate new ways of seeing things, new ways of
thinking.
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International Corner
By Katalin Varga and András Költő

We hypnosis professionals are in the very favourable
situation that there is a close alliance between the
International and the European hypnosis societies.
To make our collaboration even stronger, we have
decided to make an “interactive corner” between the
ISH and ESH Newsletters. We will regularly have
one article from each Newsletter published in the other society’s bulletin. We believe both associations
will benefit from such an exchange. It can raise the
awareness of our readers to what is happening on the
international and European hypnosis scenes.
In the present issue of ESH Newsletter, you will find
a paper by Raechel Drew, who comes from Canada
and is currently enrolled in the Clinical Psychology
M.A. Program at Eötvös Loránd University (ELTE)
in Budapest, Hungary. Raechel presents the impact
of having plants in hospital environments. Her paper
even includes some suggestions and metaphor
drawing on nature and our embeddedness in nature.
We think that her conclusions are also important for
furnishing therapists’ private offices. Having some
plants around may largely increase the well-being of
both your patients’ and yourself.

Plants in hospital settings: the role
of nature in patient well-being
By Raechel Drew
As a part of my Psychology M.A. studies, we visited
the children’s ward at a hospital in Budapest. Although there was clearly a cheerful ambience in the
ward, I realized that the only view when standing in
the recovery rooms was of a strictly urban landscape.
One of the suggestions I made in class for a group
project was to contemplate the possible psychological
and physiological benefits of placing living plants in
the rooms. I had read about the biophilia hypothesis
(Kahn, 1997; Wilson, 1984), and it inspired me to
think about previous research related to the incorporation of natural elements into hospital settings. I’m
presenting here the research that I conducted follow-

ing our hospital visit, which outlines the value of including elements of nature in waiting rooms, recovery rooms, and other clinical settings.
The biophilia hypothesis suggests that humans have
an innate desire to affiliate with other forms of life,
which motivates them to interact with other living
things including plants, animals, and the natural environment (Kahn, 1997; Wilson, 1984). An evolutionary perspective suggests that despite the rapid development of modern society, humans lived close to
nature throughout the longest phase of our evolution
as a species; thus, we still feel a deep connection to
the natural environment and generally respond to elements of nature positively (Hartig et al., 2011). Accordingly, contact with nature can be preventative of
illness and it can also be therapeutic (Hartig et al.,
2011).
The question of whether a passive exposure to plants
during recovery in clinical settings can have an impact on patient outcomes has been receiving attention
over the past three decades. There is a body of evidence to indicate that the presence of natural, living
elements (ie., plants) in a recovery room can lead to
improved psychological and physiological measures
in patients. Some studies propose that the main
mechanism behind the effect of plants on patient
well-being is distraction (Diette et al., 2003; Dijkstra,
Pieterse & Pruyn, 2006; Tanja-Dijkstra et al., 2014).
This may be accurate in certain situations; however,
it is important to consider other channels through
which nature in a hospital environment may exert an
effect on patients. It should be mentioned that the
anxious emotional state of patients when admitted to
hospital or undergoing a medical procedure, can produce an altered state of consciousness which makes
them highly susceptible to suggestion. In fact, patients in these circumstances may already be in a
hypnotic state, with no need for formal hypnotic induction (Varga, 2011). The presence of plants, which
are generally affiliated with relaxation, calm, and
tranquility, may play a suggestive role in a patient’s
recovery, which extends beyond mere distraction. An
ornamental plant in a physical space may affect a patient through unconscious mechanisms, even when it
is not an object of focus and a patient experiences it
passively (Grunde & Patil, 2009; Ulrich and Parsons,
1992). On the contrary, a lack of nature in a hospital
environment may suggest that the setting is “unnatural”, which can be construed by a patient as an indication of an “unsafe” space (Grude & Patil, 2009). By
this logic, the introduction of plants may help to create a “safe space” for patients during treatment and
recovery, in addition to facilitating a more relaxed
state.
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INTERNATIONAL CORNER

There is ample research to illustrate the value
of plants in a clinical setting. Martyn and
Brymner (2014) suggest that any opportunities to enhance the experiences of being connected to nature should be utilized in hospital
settings. This may include indoor plants,
views of nature, or images of nature. Coronary and pulmonary patients experienced an
increase in subjective well-being when exposed to indoor plants during their stay at a
Norwegian rehabilitation center, when compared with patients who did not have plants
in their rooms (Ranaas, Patil & Hartig, 2010).
These results are similar to those found during group interviews at another rehabilitation
center. Patients there felt that indoor plants,
in addition to natural views through the windows, created relaxation, positive emotions,
and the feeling of “being taken care of” (Ranaas, Patil & Alve, 2015). Park and Mattson
(2008) investigated the therapeutic effects of
indoor plants through a randomized controlled trial with patients recovering from appendectomy. Patients who had plants in their
recovery room required fewer analgesics and
indicated more positive feelings, lower subjective pain, less anxiety and less fatigue.
They also showed positive physiological responses, including lower systolic blood pressure and heart rate (Park & Mattson, 2008).
Similar results were found when the study
was repeated with patients recovering from
thyroidectomy and hemmorhoidectomy (Park
& Mattson, 2009a; 2009b). Additionally, thyroidectomy and appendectomy patients in
these studies had a shorter hospital stay when
compared to patients who had no plants in
their rooms (Park & Mattson, 2008; 2009b).
Overall anxiety and tension was significantly
reduced in patients who were exposed to
plants during the recovery period, and these
patients also rated their room as more comfortable, calming, and pleasant than patients in the
control group (Park & Mattson, 2009a; 2009b). Lohr
and Pearson-Mims (2000) tested the role of plants in
pain perception, and found that individuals who had
exposure to plants were more willing to tolerate experimentally produced pain than those in a room
with no plants, or a room with cheerful coloured objects. Malenbaum and colleagues (2008) have recommended that patients should be exposed to nature in
several ways during hospital stays. Beds can be arranged so that every patient has a view of the outdoors, while indoor plants and hospital courtyards
can be introduced into common areas (Malenbaum et

al., 2008). Accordingly, patients in waiting rooms at
radiology departments experienced less stress when
plants were present in the room (Beukeboom, Langeveld & Tanja-Dijkstra, 2012). A waiting room is often
the first encounter that a patient has with the hospital
setting. During time spent in the waiting room,
stress, anxiety, fear and rumination are common patient experiences (Beukeboom et al., 2012). Reducing
negative emotions upon arrival at hospital may play
a role in a patient’s overall experience during the
hospital stay.
Despite evidence for the benefits of plants in hospital
settings, recent debates in the literature have questioned the safety of placing plants in proximity to immunocompromised patients. Some research has suggested that cut flowers and plants should be banned
from hospital wards (LaCharity & McClure, 2003;
Lass-Flörl et al., 2000; Summerbell, Krajden & Kane,
1989). The main concern is that bacteria and fungi
found in the soil of potted plants and water reservoirs of cut flowers expose patients to pathogens and
may facilitate a hospital-acquired infection
(LaCharity & McClure, 2003; Lass-Flörl et al., 2000).
Immunocompromised patients (e.g., Leukaemia,
multiple myeloma) could be at risk for developing
fungal infections if the spores on the surface of soil
become airborne and the patient inhales them
(LaCharity & McClure, 2003). Furthermore, LassFlörl and colleagues (2000) studied nine deceased patients who had stayed in the hospital while undergoing chemotherapy treatments. The same strain of
fungi isolated in postmortem tests of four patients
was also found in the soil of potted plants which had
been in close proximity to the patients (Lass-Flörl et
al., 2000). Summerbell, Krajden and Kane (1989)
found that indoor plants in a Toronto hospital ward
were rich sources of opportunistic pathogenic fungi.
These fungi could be transmitted to patients via airborne spores, or contact with wounds and lesions
(Summerbell, Krajden & Kane, 1989). Other research
has confirmed the presence of gram negative pathogenic bacteria on potted plants and in flower vases,
which could pose a risk for ICU patients (Gould,
Chudleigh, Gammon & Ben Salem, 2005; LaCharity &
McClure, 2003)
According to Gould et al. (2005), however, most infection control regulations are not based on random
controlled trials or evidence based practice, and for
this reason we should not overlook the benefits of
plants in hospital rooms. Nurses frequently cite the
risk of hospital acquired infections as the rationale
behind the moratorium on plants in hospital wards;
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however, it is rarely mentioned that nursing staff often disapprove of plants and flowers simply because
of the extra work it creates (LaCharity & McClure,
2003; Gould, Gammon, Salem, Chudleigh & Fontenla,
2004). The actual risk posed by indoor plants is debated. Siegman-Igra and colleagues (1986) found that
the gram-negative bacteria they identified on plants
in six surgical wards had no relationship to the bacteria isolates found in patients, despite the close proximity of the plants to staff and immunocompromised
patients. Essentially, although water in cut plants
may become heavily contaminated with a range of
gram-negative bacteria within a few days, and bacteria may reside on potted plants, there is little evidence to support the claim that plants are a source of
hospital acquired infections (Gould et al., 2005; Siegman-Igra, Shalem, Berger, Livio & Michaeli, 1986).
Banning flowers and plants is not popular with public opinion; however, it seems that public policy may
be leaning towards removal of live plants from hospital wards (Gould et al., 2004; Siegman-Igra et al.,
1986). If this is the case, it may be pertinent to look at
other ways to enrich patient experience with elements of nature.
Fortunately, it is not necessary to experience nature
in close proximity in order to experience some positive health benefits. Grinde and Patil (2009) suggest
that visual contact with nature seems to be enough to
stimulate positive effects. Although it could be argued that beneficial effects of plants in a room are
due to the air purification quality of plants (biological
effect), or the additional fragrance to the air that
plants provide (psychological effect), Grinde and
Patil (2009) found that the visual experience of plants
seems to have equivalent psychological and physiological effects as real plants. In a classic study, Ulrich
(1984) found that a view of trees through a hospital
window, rather than a view of a building, was associated with the use of fewer analgesic medications by
patients recovering from surgery. Additionally,
physiological measurements show a correlation between lower levels of stress and exposure to natural
scenes (Ulrich et al., 1991). Simply viewing nature,
without visiting it in person, has been associated
with faster recovery times (Ulrich, 1984), decreased
negative physiological effects of stress (Thompson,
Aspinall & Roe, 2014), and increased mental well-being (Kaplan, 1995; Maller et al., 2006). Beukeboom
and colleagues (2012) found that posters of plants,
not only living plants, increased the patients’ perceived attractiveness of the waiting room and decreased levels of stress and anxiety. Ulrich and Parsons (1992) also found that passive exposure to
pictures of plants had similar effects on individuals’

well-being and health following surgery as being exposed to living plants. In a similar vein, the use of nature images and sounds during a flexible bronchoscopy led to significantly increased perceptions of
pain control in patients when compared to those patients who had treatment as usual (Diette et al. 2003).
Lechtzin and colleagues (2010) conducted a randomized controlled trial with patients undergoing bone
marrow aspirate and biopsy (BMAB) with only local
anesthesia (ie. a very uncomfortable procedure that is
often poorly tolerated by patients). Result showed
that viewing natural scenes on a screen while listening to nature sounds has the potential to reduce pain
during BMAB, and suggest that it is a safe and inexpensive way of introducing nature into hospital settings (Lechtzin et al., 2010).
Finally, I would like to propose that hypnotic suggestion is another useful means by which practitioners
can incorporate nature and plants into hospital settings. There are many examples in which nature imagery has been implemented as part of a hypnotic
suggestion. Metaphors, often used to facilitate relaxation and pain relief, can easily be centred around images of plants and nature scenes. An illustration of an
isomorphic metaphor provided by Bierman (1989)
suggests that the arms of the patient are synonymous
with the boughs of a tree. A patient with Guillain–
Barré syndrome, a rare disorder in which the body’s
immune system attacks the nerves, was provided
with a metaphor that referred to her recovering
nerves as “growing plants” (Varga, 2011). Bejenke
(1996) offered a suggestion to a surgical patient that
the sounds in the operating room might “begin to
just blend together into a gentle, soothing kind of
hum. It might sound to you like the murmuring of a
brook, or waves in the ocean that gently come and
go...” (pg. 233). Suggestive communication used during emergency situations can also incorporate images
of nature (Ewin, 1986). For example, we might suggest to a victim that they “only need to relax, as
though they are in a sunny meadow, or a shady forest”. Among burn victims, the suggestion of being
“cool and comfortable” within two hours of an incident can diminish pain and reduce the depth of the
burn (Ewin, 1986). It is not difficult to imagine the
suggestion of a cold sensation being elaborated into a
natural winter scene. In fact, a similar strategy was
used with a coma patient to re-frame the sensations
from unpleasant medical procedures as aspects of
participating in winter sports activities. This allowed
use of a winter scene metaphor, in which nature was
“waiting for the best time of re-awakening” (Varga,
2011; pg. 19). Furthermore, suggestions and hypnotic
techniques (e.g., Guided imagery, re-framing, and
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metaphors) which incorporate natural scenes and
features allow practitioners to incite a patient’s every
sense, a strategy known to strengthen the suggestion
(Bejenke, 1996). For example, when the imagery involves a forest scene, we could easily incorporate the
smell of the pine trees, or the feeling of moss underfoot.
In sum, ornamental plants and views of nature have
beneficial physiological and psychological effects for
patients; however, it may not always be possible to
introduce these features into a clinical setting. This
article attempts to highlight the value of plants and
nature scenes in hospital environments, but also provides alternative methods of incorporating natural elements into clinical settings. The use of plants, views
of nature, and nature imagery in hospitals seems to
be an effective and inexpensive way in which we can
give patients a sense of relaxation, safety and being
“taken care of”, all of which may improve patient experiences and outcomes.
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FRENCH CORNER
By Christine Guilloux
Accompagnement thérapeutique
« Hypnose Musicale »
Stéphane Ottin Pecchio a préparé le concours d’entrée de piano au Conservatoire de Paris avant de se
consacrer à ses études de médecine. Rhumatologue,
formé à la thérapie musicale puis à l’hypnose, il est
considéré comme un des pionniers de l’hypnose musicale. Son travail a été récompensé par le Prix Watzlawick lors de la Confédération Francophone
d’Hypnose et Thérapies Brèves de 2011. Il a présenté
au congrès de Paris 2015 le CD d’accompagnement
thérapeutique « Hypnose Musicale » qu’il a composé et interprété.

Stéphane Ottin Pecchio
CHRISTINE : Comment vous est venue l’idée de
faire le CD d’accompagnement thérapeutique
« Hypnose Musicale »
STÉPHANE : Pour aider les thérapeutes. La musique est un formidable vecteur d’induction et d’accompagnement de l’hypnose mais naturellement,
rares sont les hypnothérapeutes qui jouent d’un instrument ou chantent avec leurs patients. Le plus souvent ils mettent en fond sonore un CD plus ou moins
adapté à leur séance : parfois le début d’un morceau
convient puis la musique modifie son rythme et il
faut changer d’œuvre ou d’instrument ce qui est gênant pour la continuité de la transe. Ou au contraire,
la musique utilisée reste répétitive au moment où
l’on voudrait introduire une métaphore dynamique.
Si l’on utilise la musique apportée par le patient elle

est connotée à son histoire alors que l’on cherche une
solution inconnue de lui. Étant donné ces problèmes,
il y avait lieu de construire un outil adapté aux diverses phases de l’hypnose tout en conservant les
principes de la musique hypnotique.
Vous semblez rejeter la musique apportée par le patient parce qu’elle est « connotée ». Or, dans notre
travail thérapeutique, en hypnose, nous utilisons à
la fois le monde et le langage du patient. Nous utilisons ses histoires, ses tentatives de solution, ses
interprétations. Tout est « connoté ». Quels risques
y aurait-il et quelles ouvertures pourraient se faire
en utilisant une musique apportée par le patient ?
Faire remonter les émotions liées à une musique entendue à un moment particulier de la vie est un procédé largement utilisé en musicothérapie. A la recherche d’une musique spécifique pour l’hypnose,
j’ai composé cette musique de fond « piano solo »
plus neutre et plus sobre pour susciter tout d’abord
un état de calme et de sécurité. Elle est conçue pour
permettre à la fois au thérapeute de parler sur la musique en permanence, et au patient de recevoir ce qui
vient des profondeurs sans être influencé par la musique, tout en étant porté par elle ! Si l’on travaille
avec des musiques apportées par le patient on se
prive de l’effet de surprise ce qui est ennuyeux si l’on
cherche une solution nouvelle. Il vaut mieux lui faire
écouter une composition inconnue afin de ne pas l’influencer dans sa recherche intérieure. Si l’on choisit
des bruits de la nature ou des musiques « du monde
» ou de relaxation, ces musiques comportent souvent
des plages sonores faites au synthétiseur qui coupe
les harmoniques naturelles du son et peut créer des
résistances en état d’hypnose. Certains trouvent
qu’elles sont lénifiantes et privées du dynamisme et
de la vigilance que l’hypnose cherche à favoriser. On
peut alors faire écouter des compositions d’auteurs
classiques qui utilisent des procédés inducteurs
d’hypnose. Certaines sont sur le rythme d’un cœur
lent, inférieur à 60 bpm comme par exemple l’Aria de
la suite en Ré de J.S. Bach ou le début du Requiem de
W.A. Mozart (Introïtus). Elles sont rares – car la musique cherche en général plus à intéresser qu’à endormir – et, très connotées émotionnellement, elles risquent de déclencher des résistances. En fait elles sont
trop suggestives ! Il faut à ce stade distinguer l’état
d’hypnose induit chez un auditeur par ces musiques,
de celui d’un patient qui a baissé ses défenses. Dans
cet état de réceptivité exacerbé, quelques notes à
peine suffisent pour déclencher un effet. Ces musiques n’ont tout simplement pas été composées pour
faire de l’hypnose thérapeutique. Leurs compositeurs
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- et leurs interprètes – n’ont pas été formés à l’hypnose et quand ils le sont, s’ils ne pratiquent pas la
thérapie, ils se font une idée de la musique qui doit
accompagner une séance. L’hypnose musicale idéale
sera donc composée et interprétée par un thérapeute
en transe. Ce qui apparaît alors fondamental, c’est la
pulsation de base qui correspond à un cycle respiratoire. Cette pulsation peut être décomposée en 6 à 10
(ou plus) notes ou battements d’un cœur lent (< à 60
bpm). Ce rythme est essentiel pour induire l’état de
calme et de sécurité qui favorise l’accès à l’inconscient. Quand six notes font deux mesures à trois
temps, c’est le ternaire, le rythme balancé des valses
et de nombreuses berceuses qui induisent à la fois le
mouvement…et le sommeil. Le rythme du cœur est
lui aussi à trois temps : B1, B2, Silence. Selon le
nombre croissant de notes que l’on joue entre deux
pulsations, l’on crée une impression de mouvement
de plus en plus rapide imitant la marche, la course,
l’eau qui coule, la mer et les vagues... mais l’inconscient lui, n’entend que la pulsation, toujours la
même, qui permet au patient de se resynchroniser et
de conserver le contact avec son inconscient.

comme par un vecteur. La musique se substitue alors
à la parole du thérapeute et accompagne le patient
dans sa perlaboration. Elle peut même favoriser son
entrée dans le sommeil : de nombreux patients signalent n’avoir pas pu entendre le CD jusqu’au bout en
auto-hypnose. Les troubles du sommeil sont donc
une bonne indication de l’hypnose musicale ainsi que
l’hypnose de la douleur, la musique aidant à se dissocier. C’est vrai en particulier en auto-hypnose quand
la douleur est telle qu’elle annihile les forces nécessaires à l’auto-induction…La musique apporte un
confort également à l’hypnothérapeute. Une fois l’induction faite, il n’a plus besoin de soutenir la transe
par des phrases scandées par la respiration ou un
flux continu de paroles : c’est la musique qui s’en
charge. Il peut à son tour se laisser porter, se contenter de suggérer de façon minimaliste. La musique devient alors un outil qui peut transformer profondément sa pratique.

FRENCH CORNER

L’espace essentiel de votre « approche musicale »
est d’induire plus aisément le calme nécessaire au
travail hypnotique grâce à un rythme synchronisé
sur les battements du cœur. Y-a-t-il des patients qui
« résistent » à l’utilisation de ce type d’accompagnement d’ « Hypnose musicale » ou
pour qui c'est recommandé?
En effet, un des premiers apports de la musique est d’induire l’état d’hypnose et donc
de calme en resynchronisant le patient avec
le rythme de la Vie. Ensuite la musique apporte d’autres éléments comme le mouvement dans les métaphores ou le silence
lorsqu’elle s’efface. Malgré tout, certains patients peuvent préférer une séance d’hypnose uniquement verbale afin de mieux
suivre et contrôler leur processus métaphorique. Ils rapportent que les stimulations auditives les mettent dans un état de confusion. D’autres s’estiment trop touchés
émotionnellement par des notes graves qui
font remonter des affects. Il faut alors utiliser un morceau plus aigu. Ces cas sont
rares. Au contraire, la musique se révèle en
général un adjuvant efficace en cas de résistances en saturant le maximum de canaux
sensoriels pour faire « décrocher » du mental. Et si l’on arrive à un moment clef, une
suggestion peut être portée par le son

CD « HYPNOSE MUSICALE », 2015,
Editions MELMAX.
Informations sur le CD, les stages et ateliers de Stéphane Ottin Pecchio sur hypnose-musicale.fr
« Du son pour la douleur », Revue Hypnose & Thérapies brèves n°35, novembre/décembre/janvier 2015.
“Hypnose Musicale : de Bach à Debussy” , Hypnose &
Thérapies brèves, N°30, août/septembre/octobre
2013.
“Clavier Hypnotique” , Hypnose & Thérapies brèves,
N°18, août/septembre/octobre 2010.
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The European and the International hypnosis world
should take great pleasure in the fact that two distinguished colleagues, Consuelo Casula (ESH President)
and Åsa Fe Kockum (ESH Board Member) have just
published their work. Although their books are – respectively – in German and Swedish, we hope they
will be available in English as well for all colleagues
belonging to ISH and ESH in the very near future.
Consuelo Casula: GÄRTNER, PRINZESSINNEN,
STACHELSCHWEINE. METAPHERN UND GESCHICHTEN FÜR DIE PERSÖNLICHE UND
BERUFLICHE ENTWICKLUNG (Gardeners, princesses, and hedgehogs: Metaphors for the personal
and professional development). Translated from
Italian by Susanne Schmidt
ISBN 978-3-8497-0177-2.
Heidelberg: Carl-Auer Verlag 2017.
Reviewed by Brigitte Stubner
Consuelo Casula, President of the European Society
of Hypnosis until August 2017, has written a fundamental book, published originally in Italian in 2002,
and now translated into German. After the book of
Stephen and Carol Lankton, Tales of Enchantment:
Goal oriented metaphors for adults and children in therapy
(1991), we have another comprehensive textbook on
this subject, which also includes a collection of 116
therapeutic stories. Consuelo Casula is, among other
things, trainer at the Italian Ericksonian Institute in
Rome, who offers a four-year, state-approved Ericksonian psychotherapy curriculum, in addition to a
one-year master’s class. It is worth noting that the
book comes from such an institutional training
framework. Thus, the detailed bibliography is also
up to date.
Consuelo explains on almost 300 pages the theoretical-structural characteristics of metaphors, the structure, meaning and purpose of their use in advanced
training, therapy and self-experience as well as for
personal and professional development.
The book is divided into eight chapters: the first one
introduces the distribution, origin, and use of metaphorical stories in clinic and in education processes.
The second chapter is about its function and effectiveness, such as consistency, simplification, coping
with resistance and transmission of values. In the

third chapter, we learn a concrete and step-by-step
way to tailor a metaphor with a therapeutic solutionorientation to the individual, with a question-oriented structure. The fourth chapter deals with the indirect linguistic models of the Ericksonian approach.
Models of linguistic construction, suitable for initiating involuntary processes of searching new ways of
living, reducing resistance and promoting solutions,
are presented.
The fifth chapter deals with the therapeutic utilization of limiting beliefs and behaviors. For example,
solutions for cognitive distortions, schematizations
and reifications are outlined. The sixth chapter describes the treatment of negative, limiting emotions.
It explains how various feeling states, e.g. feelings of
guilt, nostalgia, boredom, shame, fear, and doubt can
be used as basic information for the strategic use of
beneficial resources.
The seventh chapter provides an insight into the use
of metaphors and stories in pedagogy to transform
relationships into growth processes. As in each chapter, the author presents an introduction of the topic
(“What is a Couple?”, “How does a crisis arise?”),
then presents stories that show its essential functions,
abilities, and goals, such as boundaries, reciprocity,
dependency, trust, loss, and forgiveness. The eighth
chapter proposes in particular the utilization of metaphors in working fields, in organizations, enterprises,
for training managers and staff. Consuelo Casula,
based on her experiences from work and organizational psychology, emphasizes the differences between therapeutic metaphors and those used in professional training systems to improve learning,
motivation, communication skills, time management,
and leadership.
This is a thorough, comprehensive textbook. The
many, interwoven stories are particularly evident in
the print, and the author recommends that
you read them in a relaxed (trance) state and
let them work on you. It is a special concern
for her to provide positive values and basic
settings in the sense of “salutogenesis”, not
only for patients, but also for therapists.
Metaphors, according to the author, restructure and redefine by suggesting new ways
and perspectives, opening up horizons, and
encouraging the abandonment of old inbound rails.

REVIEWS

Rewievs:
New hypnosis books
in Sweden and in Germany
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terms are explained simply and understandably,
which makes the book accessible to all, lay people
and professionals as well. Therefore, the book belongs to the self-help literature, which we can give to
our patients (and to ourselves) as a way of empowerment. It is, however, far from being a “cookbook”.
We get practical answers to the question how can we
support ourselves with the tools available through
hypnosis.
The book is designed to look like a diary with a soft
cover and lots of writing space for private notes. It
signifies reading Åsa & Cecilia’s work is not simply
absorbing new information. The authors suggest
working with them in an individualized way.
The “instructions” in this book are fantastic and concrete, poetic and realistic. And above all, they
transport the reader into a world in which he can
take responsibility for himself.
“This is how gardeners show how interpersonal relationships are maintained, princesses teach self-confidence, and porcupines teach you how to master aggressive impulses” (Quoted by the publisher).
The book is recommended for therapists, consultants
and group leaders, who also enjoy reading for their
own pleasure.
Åsa Fe Kockum (author) & Cecilia Sandahl (editor):
DAGDRÖM! LÄR DIG HANTERA STRESS [Daydream! Learn how to handle stress]
ISBN 9789198260809
Stockholm : Åfk Stockholm AB , 2017
In Swedish, 192 p.
Reviewed by Irene Jensen
This book provides a new and important contribution to the literature about mental health issues connected to stress. It starts with the author’s, Åsa Fe
Kockum, own experiences of stress, which gives the
book a sense of authenticity and credibility.
It’s hard to handle to stress when the demands of life
become overwhelming. In this context highlighting
the power of daydreaming not only gives the reader
hope, but may also relieve her or him from stress-related problems, which may even concluded in mental
health issues. Moreover, the book reveals another
possible future, based on the images that daydreams
contain.

The second part explores daydreaming as a means of
empowering you to create an existence that is manageable, along with support for taking your life in a
desired direction.
It’s a well-judged blend of support and pieces of concrete advice. The book merges contemporary research findings from the field of mental health, working with vulnerability, Otto Scharmer’s U-theory,
how to implement values on a daily basis, how a diary can be helpful, how to handle negative self-esteem, how to manage of overwhelming and/or difficult feelings and thoughts, panic attacks, relaxation
techniques, useful metaphors, sleep disorders, increasing your energy, conflict management, different
exercises, or specific stressful situations at work.
Åsa suggests an eclectic method and application,
which makes it useful for self-help but also as patient
literature during on-going therapy (regardless of theory). Daydream! gives the reader a sense of control in
life and the resulting actions that are so very crucial
in successful stress management.
At the moment, the book is sold out. It will most
probably be available in several languages through
the publisher early 2018.

The book begins with a brief overview of current
knowledge about stress and stress-related problems,
described in a light and easy manner. Technical
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An interview and a letter
One of the aims of the ESH Board of Directors,
elected in Sorrento, October 2014, was to undertake a
series of interviews with the Presidents of our Constituent Societies. At the time of publishing the current issue of the Newsletter, ESH has 42 Constituent
Societies across 21 European countries; of these, we
got responses from 24 Presidents. In the current issue, you will find an interview with Silvia Giacosa,
President of AMISI; Dr. Peter Naish, President of
BSCAH, has sent us a letter, in which he responds to
all questions we asked from other interviewees, and
also reports about the upcoming ESH Congress, to be
held in no more than a month.
We would like to acknowledge the time and the effort the CS Presidents invested in responding to our
interview requests. We feel that their responses gave
a detailed overview of state of art of hypnosis across
Europe.

Interview with Silvia Giacosa,
President of Associazione
Medica Italiana Studio Ipnosi
(AMISI)
By Flavio Giuseppe di Leone

When and how did you become president of your
society?
I was elected AMISI’s President in 2011, and during
these years of continuous presidency my goal was to
continue the work started by Giampiero Mosconi, to
disseminate clinical hypnosis to medical doctors and
psychologists, and provide them training to become
Hypnotic Psychotherapists. The election of the board
of AMISI is every three years and the president can
be re-elected as long as the members of the society
are voting for her/him.
Please tell me about your team. How many people
are involved in the operation of AMISI?
Two people besides me are involved in the daily
management of the association. The Council comprises of the president, the secretary, and five councillors who contribute to AMISI’s educational and
scientific activities, which include running of our
school for hypnotic psychotherapy.
When was your society established (how many
years ago)? What is the profession of your members?
AMISI was established in April 1958, and has been
part of the ESH since 1990. Members of the association are only medical doctors and psychologists –
these are the two professions in Italy which are entitled to be psychotherapists. At present, there are
more psychologists than medical doctors. All board
members have attended the AMISI school, and I am
happy to say that our students are welcomed into the
environment of traditional medicine.
Do you maintain any scientific collaborations,
and/or have scientific publications?
We collaborate with the most important Italian universities, and many of our teachers are employed by
these universities, which host our triennial national
congresses. AMISI members regularly publish in the
journal La Rivista Italiana di Ipnosi e Piscoterapia Ipnotica, which is published quarterly.

Silvia Giacosa
FLAVIO: First, please tell us about yourself.
SILVIA: I’m a psychologist and the first time I used
hypnosis was in 1974, with obstetric patients. From
1980 to 2010 I learned from Giampiero Mosconi how
to use hypnosis for the treatment of patients, and the
clinical activity is now my main job.

Can you give some examples of the best practices in
your society (research, teaching, congress organisation, clinics…) and how your society has developed
them over the years?
AMISI has a training school for Ericksonian Hypnotic
Psychotherapy. It offers a 4-year training as required
by Italian law on psychotherapy. Around 25 students
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get enrolled at the AMISI school every year. The
training consists of 500 hours each year. The classes
are divided into theoretical and practical occasions.
Every three years AMISI organizes a national congress. In the recent years, these had a focus on the scientific validation of hypnotic psychotherapy. Research findings suggest that hypnosis may have
better outcomes than cognitive therapy.
We also published papers on the theorization of Ericksonian Hypnotic Psychotherapy (these are available in earlier issues of our Newsletter – the ed.), and
our teachers take part in spreading the knowledge of
hypnosis by teaching in other schools of psychotherapy and MA trainings at universities.

A letter from Dr. Peter Naish,
President of British Society
of Clinical and Academic Hypnosis
(BSCAH)

What is the next project of your society?
The next project is to continue to familiarize people
with the clinical use of hypnosis, to train hypnotic
therapists and to update research projects in collaboration with neuroscientists. The next conference, celebrating the sixtieth birthday of the association in 2018
will be oriented to the study of theory of mind and to
the use of language in clinical hypnosis.
Now a change of topic! This is about the relationship between your society and ESH. How can ESH
help you to achieve the goals and projects that you
want for your society?
I benefitted a lot from the accreditation certificate of
the ESH and I hope it will be the first step towards a
continuous and constant updating scientific recognition that our association carries on, as its primary scientific objective of sharing. It would be very useful
and valuable to have access to a database of scientific
research and references on the use of Ericksonian
hypnosis.

Dr. Peter Naish
DEAR ESH MEMBERS,
It is a great pleasure to be answering interview questions for you in the year that we in the United Kingdom are hosting the European Conference, and I am
very much looking forward to meeting many of you
in Manchester, in August. This is perhaps a good
time to tell you something about your hosts.
First, you might have noticed that I referred to the
United Kingdom, rather than a hypnosis society; that
is because you are really being welcomed by three societies. You might be thinking either that the British
are very extravagant to have three societies, or that
they are such difficult people that they keep arguing
and forming break-away groups! I am happy to say
that we are certainly not extravagant and, in spite of
Brexit, we are more keen on uniting than disuniting.
Let me explain something of our history; quite a lot
of it is concerned with our tendency, as a nation, to
stick rather rigidly to rules.
Way back in the 20th Century some of our doctors
and dentists decided to form a society of professionals who had an interest in using hypnosis. After a
few early adjustments, in 1968 it became: The British
Society of Medical and Dental Hypnosis (BSMDH)
and the very strict rules barred any other kinds of
professional from joining. You need to know too that
our medical professionals are normally members of
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specialist societies, such as for surgeons or psychiatrists. One society is rather less specialised and is
called The Royal Society of Medicine (RSM); it is subdivided into specialist sections, such as for dermatology or rheumatology. The late David Waxman (a
name some of you may know), who was a psychiatrist, convinced the RSM that it needed a hypnosis-related section, so one was formed and it was named
The Section for Hypnosis and Psychosomatic Medicine. Our good friend Martin Wall has been President
of that section, as have I.
By the last quarter of the 20th Century there was a
growing number of psychologists who were seriously interested in hypnosis but, not being exactly
medical, they could not be permitted to join societies
with narrow membership criteria. They were nevertheless people qualified to work in the clinical field
or in education or counselling. Some too (and I was
one) were principally academic, and were interested
in researching the nature of hypnosis. To give these
people a ‘home’ a new society was formed in 1977:
The British Society of Experimental and Clinical
Hypnosis (BSECH). From the start there was an overlap with the other groups, with some people being
members of two, or even all three organisations. That
was possible because, although the BSECH was careful to exclude inadequately trained ‘lay’ hypnotists,
anyone else who was eligible to join our sister societies could also join us. As well as having much in
common, we also had one significant difference;
while the other societies were very much concerned
with the therapeutic practice of hypnosis, the BSECH
had a strong focus on theory and research. That position was underlined by the fact that we established a
scientific journal, in which members could publish
research findings. Sadly, over the years that strong
science strand has weakened, but I am jumping
ahead in the story, so will return to that issue later.
One of the reasons why we are all so pleased that
ESH is coming to the UK is because we are hoping
that it will raise the profile of hypnosis; it has never
been viewed as ‘mainstream’ here, and only a small
minority of health professionals use it. This being the
case, our societies have never had very large memberships, and our separate conferences used to be
quite small events. In consequence of this, we began
to hold joint conferences, and the inevitable outcome
was that eventually, in 2007, the BSMDH and BSECH
decided to merge. To be exact, the BSMDH members
in Scotland, who were too far away to be regular attendees at our more Southerly events, elected to remain separate, but the rest of us united and chose a
new name: British Society of Clinical and Academic

Hypnosis (BSCAH). We are the society who took on
what I have to say seemed the daunting task of hosting this year’s conference. Fortunately, we have some
enthusiastic, forward looking and hardworking
members who were determined to make it happen,
and our friends from BSMDH-Scotland and the RSM
have provided essential support. BSCAH has approximately 400 members, and we admit people who
have been properly trained in any therapeutic profession that has a governing body. However, our members are required sign an undertaking that they will
use hypnosis only as an adjunct to their own speciality.
Now, I had better tell you a little about myself. I am
President of BSCAH of course; that is why I have
been asked to provide all this information – and I’m
doing my best to make it sound interesting! I am
about one year into my three-year term of office, after
which the society could re-elect me, although I am
disinclined to put myself forward again. I am in theory retired now (although still very busy) and have
been interested in hypnosis since I was a teenager.
One aspect of it that has always intrigued me is the
idea that it is an altered state of consciousness. Since
we still lack any very clear idea of what consciousness is, to say that hypnosis is an altered state of it
has always seemed somewhat unhelpful. It is rather
like a traveller returning from a remote region and
describing a rare animal by saying that it is different
from another animal that we have not seen either!
Nevertheless, it is just this sort of tricky territory that
makes for such exciting science, and research studies
in hypnosis and in consciousness can inform each
other. One place in the UK where this kind of crossfertilisation occurs is at the Sackler Centre for Consciousness Science, located at Sussex University. Professor Zoltan Dienes is a member of the Centre, and
he and his colleagues have conducted some excellent
studies into the nature of hypnosis. He will be giving
a paper at the Conference. My own interests at the
moment concern the impact of trauma. I am considering why people who acquire post-traumatic stress
disorder, or people who suffered abusive childhoods,
generally seem to have increased responsiveness to
hypnosis.
I will now return to the issue of our dwindling science base in the society, and I must ask you to forgive me if I sound rather political. Ultimately, everything reduces to finances, which of course is
understandable. However, there are many ways of
ensuring that we do only what is affordable, and that
what we get value for our money. The key issues
concern value judgements and the metrics used to
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make assessments. We have a saying here that some
people know the cost of everything, but the value of
nothing; I fear that is a rather accurate description of
some of the country’s decision makers. The metrics
used by successive governments, of whatever political flavour, have been simplistic in the extreme. We
call them tick-boxes, because they force binary decisions – does something apply or not: has something
been achieved or not? The things assessed by this
method are all too often carefully selected measures,
designed either to show that the current government
is doing well (and preferably better than the previous
party did when in power), or to show a need for a
policy that the government has already decided to
follow. The result of all this, in many walks of life, is
that people work towards ticking the right boxes, rather than striving to do what seems to be intrinsically
good. Sometimes, of course, good comes out of this
system anyway, but it is a blunt, unsophisticated approach which can stifle original thought and innovation. The result in academia is that researchers need
to set up projects that will attract large research
grants. No matter if a question could be addressed
inexpensively; ask a bigger or different question that
will require lots of money! Having found some answers, it is essential that they be published in a journal with a high impact factor. One result of this is
that a topic that is seen as rather ‘on the fringe’ may
well be avoided, and if it is addressed at all it will be
from the perspective of a rather more central issue. In
this way, hypnosis does not attract a great deal of attention; when researchers do work in the field they
are likely to report their results at major conferences
covering topics such as cognitive neuroscience, not a
conference such as ours.
From the above you will understand why I said earlier that our science base had weakened. If you are familiar with English language publications you may
well remember names such as Fellows, Kirsch, Oakley or Wagstaff, all of whom have been active members of our society, active researchers and frequently
published in our journal. Those times have passed. I
have tried to stay loyal to the in-house journal, but in
2010 even I turned to Consciousness and Cognition
to publish a paper on hypnosis, where I knew it
would be read by the people most interested in the
field. This brings me rather nicely to the question of
what ESH might be able to do for us, if indeed we
need anything doing. I rather doubt that the general
trend I have identified can be reversed. Perhaps that
doesn’t matter; we have hypnosis research taking
place in the UK, and the fact that it owes no allegiance to the BSCAH does not undermine its quality.

It would, however, call into question the A for ‘academic’ in the society’s name; that, I believe is the issue. If we become merely a society of people who use
hypnosis therapeutically, without any interest in the
science that underpins, illuminates and guides the
methodology, then we shall be little better than the
lay hypnosis societies. Perhaps ESH can help us to
avoid this fate.
The research area in which the UK is probably weakest concerns the direct application of hypnosis as a
therapeutic adjunct – the applied, as opposed to the
theoretical. The good news is that our members are,
in principle, well placed to carry out such research.
However, in practice that is easier said than done;
our clinicians, especially those working in the National Health Service, have little time or other resources to carry out research. Probably many other
constituent societies have a similar experience, but if
the ESH could serve as a communications channel,
then this may enable different societies across Europe
to work together on common research issues. Even if
each society contributed only a little, together we
may manage a significant contribution to science and
to healthcare. That, surely, is why all our societies exist.
Now, after that slightly gloomy description of our situation, let me just finish by giving some good news.
BSCAH has joined forces with Birmingham City University to develop a course that will give health professionals either a Diploma or a Bachelors degree in
Hypnosis. Simultaneously, members of the RSM hypnosis section have, together with Bournemouth University, developed a Masters course in hypnosis, with
one of its goals being to prepare and motivate some
students to continue into hypnosis-related doctoral
research programmes. Both these ventures, in their
different ways, will tend to enhance the links between theory and practice. Does that mean we don’t
really need ESH help? Certainly not! Although Brexit
doubtless reflects something of our island-nation
characteristics, that tendency has never been evident
in the field of learning. Science and scholarship know
no boundaries. We have a saying “Together we
stand, divided we fall”. I am not sure that through individualism we would necessarily fall, but I am certain that together we shall all stand much taller. That
is why we are so glad that European hypnosis is
coming to England this Summer.
My greetings and warmest wishes to you all,
Peter
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Calendar of forthcoming events
and trainings
By Christine Henderson
ESH XIV CONGRESS
Dates: 23 – 26 August 2017
Venue: Hilton Deansgate Hotel, Manchester, United Kingdom
Invited Speakers: Walter Bongartz, Consuelo Casula, Stuart
Derbyshire, Zoltan Dienes, Flavio Di Leone, Marie-Elisabeth
Fayonville, Gaby Golan, Ulrike Halsband, Michael Heap, Asa
Fe Kockum, András Költő, Kathleen Long, Camillo Loriedo,
Veit Messmer, Nicole Ruysschaert, Stefanie Schramm, Claude
Virot, Leslie Walker, Martin Wall
Language: English
Translations: To be advised
Fees:
ESH / ISH / IMHE Members = £425.00
Non Members = £550.00
Students & Class B Countries = £350.00
Day Delegate = £250.00
Pre-Congress Day (23rd August 2017) = £75.00
Accompanying Guest = £60.00
Gala Dinner Ticket = £45.00
Registration Website: www.esh2017.org
Email: esh2017@meetingmakers.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0) 141 945 6880
Fax: +44 (0) 141 945 6899
ÖGATAP: WEITERBILDUNGSCURRICULUM
„TIEFENPSYCHOLOGISCH FUNDIERTE HYPNOSEPSYCHOTHERAPIE“
1st September 2017
Date: September 2017 – date to be confirmed
Venue: Wien, NÖ, Salzburg, Tirol
Language: Deutsch
Fees: To be announced
Registration Website: www.oegatap.at
Email: office@oegatap.at
Tel: (+431) 523 38 39
DGZH: HYPNOSE-KONGRESS BERLIN 2017
7-10th September 2017
Venue: Steigenberger Hotel Berlin
Invited Speakers: Henning Alberts, Reinhold Bartl, Anne
Lang, Albrecht ind Gudrun Schmierer, Cornelie Schweizer,
Walter Tschugguel.
Language: German
Translations: English Workshops will be translated
Fees: ESH Constituent Society Members: 400 Euros Non-Members: 550 Euros
Registration website: www.hypnose-kongress-berlin.de
Email: mail@cwcongress.org (Congress Organisation)
Tel: 030 36284040 (Congress Organisation)
SSCH: USING HYPNOSIS IN THE TREATMENT OF COMPLEX PTSD AND DISSOCIATIVE DISORDERS
16th September 2017
Date: 16 September 2017
Time: 10:00 – 16:30
Venue: Högbergsgatan 31 Stockholm Sweden

Invited Speaker: Kathy Steele, MN, CS
Language: English
Fees: 150 Euro
Email: ann.wilkens@brevet.nu before 1st September 2017
Tel: +46707775394
UAPP: INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC-PRACTICAL CONFERENCE AND TRAINING SEMINAR
Date: 26 October 2017
Time: 09:00 – 18:00
Venue: Kyiv, Congress hall of the hotel “Cosmopolite” (Hetmana street, 6)
Invited Speakers:
- Director of the Ukrainian research Institute of social and forensic psychiatry and narcology of MH of Ukraine, Professor –
Iryna Pinchuk
- Vice President of APPU, Head of the Department of psychosomatic medicine and psychotherapy of the National Medical
University named after O. O. Bogomolets, professor – Oleg
Chaban
- The President of the Association of Psychotherapists and Psychoanalysts of Ukraine (APPU), Chief Scientific Secretary, first
Vice-President of the Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Professor – Stanislav Tabachnikov
- Members of the ESH Board of Directors
Language: English & Ukrainian
Translations: Ukrainian – English, English – Ukrainian
Fees: To be announced
Registration website: http://kmu.edu.ua/
Email: since@kmu.edu.ua
Tel: +38 044-288-03-27
INSTITUT MILTON H ERICKSON ILE-DE-FRANCE: SYMPOSIUM « NOUVEAUX REGARDS SUR L’HYPNOSE »
Dates: Postponed until 2017. Dates to be advised
Lieu: Paris
Orateur(s) invité(s): être confirmé
Langue utilisée: français
Tarifs: être confirmé
Site internet (pas de réservation) Information sur: www.imheidf.wordpress.com
Courriel: imheidf@gmail.com
DGH: HYPNOSIS – BODY AND SOUL IN BALANCE
16th November 2017
Dates: 16-19 November 2017
Venue: Best Western Park Hotel, Bad Lippspringe, Germant
Invited Speakers: Prof. Dr. Bongartz, Woltemade Hartman,
PhD, Brian Alman, PhD, Dr. Matthias Mende, Dr. Gunther
Schmidt, Prof. Dr. Dirk Revenstorf, Prof Emil Hansen and others.
Languages: German / English
Translations: No
Fees:
ESH Members: 320 – 370 Euros
Non-Members: 410 – 460 Euros
Registration Website: www.hypnose-dgh.de
Email: info@dgh-hypnose.de
Tel: 0049 25 41 88 07 60
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MEG: HYPNOTHERAPIE: GRENZEN ÜBERWINDEN –
DAS MÖGLICHE (ER)FINDEN
15th March 2018
Dates: 15-18 March 2018
Venue: Bad Kissingen
Invited Speakers: To be announced
Language: German with some Workshops in English
Fees:
Bis 15.12.2017: 390€ (MEG-Mitglieder 340€)
Ab 16.12.2017: 450€ (MEG-Mitglieder 400€)
Registration Website: www.meg-tagung.de
Email: mail@cwcongress.org
Tel: +49-30-36 28 40 40
ISH: 21ST INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS: HYPNOSIS
AND SYNERGY
23rd August 2018
Dates: 23 to 25 August 2018
Location: Montreal, Canada.
Further details will follow.
DGH: HYPNOSIS – IMPULSES IN TRANCE
15th November 2018
Dates: 15-18 November 2018
Venue: Best Western Premier Park Hotel, Bad Lippspringe
Invited Speakers: Prof Bongartz, Prof Revensdorf, Dr Mende
and many other national and international lecturers.
Language: German (some Workshops in English)
Translations: None
Fees: ESH Constituent Society Members = 320 – 370 Euro NonMembers = 410 – 460 Euros
Registration website: www.hypnose-dgh.de
Email: info@dgh-hypnose.de dgh-geschaeftsstelle@tonline.de
Tel: +49-25 41 – 88 07 60

HYPNOSIS TRAININGS
Hypnosis training in Europe is organised by many of our Constituent Societies. Please contact them direct to learn more
about their training. Their details can be on our Constituent
Societies page. Training is sometimes organised in combination with International Congresses. Here are just a few of the
Training courses available:
AMISI - ITALY
CORSO DI SPECIALIZZAZIONE IN PSICOTERAPIA IPNOTICA TRAINING COURSE
Dates: From December 2016 to May 2017
Language: Italiano
Email: amisi@virgilio.it
Tel: 02-2365493

Supervisor.
Term 2 of 2 in ESTI-certified Ego State Training, advanced
level. Director Susanna Carolusson
Basic training in Clinical Hypnosis 64 hrs June and August
2017. For all member categories. Hypnosis in Psychological,
Medical and Dental care. Director Sofia Strand, Psychologist.
2 years advanced Clinical Hypnosis, term 4 of 4 starts in September 2017. Director Susanna Carolusson
2018
5th EST training, advanced level starts in February. Director
Susanna Carolusson
2 years advanced Clinical Hypnosis, planned. Date not settled.
Director Sofia Strand
Eastern Region / Stockholm
Advanced Training in Clinical Hypnosis, the use of Hypnosis
in Psychological treatment and Psychotherapy. For members
with basic training in hypnosis and psychotherapy. 136 hours
start February 2017 and two years. Directors Ann Wilkens,
Psychologist, certified hypnotherapist and Eva Eriksson Block,
Psychologist, certified hypnotherapist
Basic Training in Clinical Hypnosis 64 hours. For all member
categories. Hypnosis in Psychological, Medical and Dental
care. Start September 2017
Directors Ann Wilkens and Eva Eriksson Block.
Southern Region / Lund
Basic Training in Clinical Hypnosis 16 hours. For all member
categories. Hypnosis in Psychological, Medical and Dental
care. Start May 2017
Director Nils Norrsell, Psychotherapist, Dentist
Email: kansli@hypnosforeningen.se
IFG-CIICS – ITALY
Corso di formazione in ipnosi clinica e comunicazione ipnotica
(Course of Formation in Clinical Hypnosis and Hypnotic Communication
Dates: 16 February - 25 November 2017
Hours: 84 hours plus thesis preparation and discussion
Language: Italian
Fees:
Physicians & Dentists = 1891,00 Euro
Other Health Professionals = 1220,00 Euro
Registration Website: www.ciics.it
Email: ciics@seleneweb.com
Tel: +39 011 7499601

SSCH - SWEDEN
Western Region/Gothenburg
Spring 2017: Term 4 of 4 in Supervisor and Teachers program.
Director Susanna Carolusson, Psychologist, Psychotherapist,
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